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“MODERN SERVICES FOR CHALLENGING TIMES”
SHABBAT SERVICES • Fridays 6:30pm, Saturdays 10am
Shabbat Services via Facebook Live https://www.facebook.com/emanuelredlands
Or Via Zoom: https://zoom.us/j/5019876154 password 472615
Or call in: 1-669-900-6833 Meeting ID: 501 987 6154 password 472615
Friday, May 1:
Saturday, May 2:

Yom HaAtzmaut/Yom HaZikaron w. Rabbi Reznick & Cantor Bern-Vogel
Shabbat Morning Service with Rabbi Reznick & Cantor Bern-Vogel

Friday, May 8:
Friday, May 15:
Saturday, May 16:

Shabbat B’Yachad with Rabbi Reznick and Rick&Addie Lupert
Erev Shabbat Service with Rabbi Reznick and Cantor Bern-Vogel
Torah Study with Rabbi Reznick (Zoom only)

Friday, May 22:
Friday, May 29:

New Music Service with Rabbi Reznick and Neil Spears
Erev Shabbat and Shavuot with Rabbi Reznick & Cantor Bern-Vogel

SHAVUOT YIZKOR SERVICE
Friday, May 29, 10am via Zoom • Reservations required: RSVP to admin2@emanuelsb.org
Instructions on how to use Facebook Live and Zoom on our web page, https://www.emanuelsb.org

CONGREGATION EMANU EL
ANNUAL MEETING
Thursday, May 21 • 6:30pm
Held via Zoom (same instructions as above)
Please check your email or postal mail for instructions
on how to vote on motions
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As I write these words to you, we are enjoying a hot and sunny day here in Redlands. I am so
grateful for the sunshine and the ability to be outdoors enjoying nature as we all shelter in place due
to covid-19. It has been a very odd six weeks. I am starting my sixth week working from home and
sheltering in place, and that feels like an eternity. I deeply miss you all, your smiles, your warm hugs
and your presence in our building and sanctuary.
I have been on many zoom meetings with my colleagues over the past six weeks. There are some
incredibly innovative experiences that have blossomed from this strange time. Many of us have been
encouraged to seek out new avenues to reach you, and teach you. We learned zoom, instagram,
facebook, and other social media platforms. We welcomed you into our private homes. We learned
how to share and create experiences with colleagues who are distant and isolated. There is no doubt
that this time will bring great innovation for our people and our community as we know it. Judaism
will not be the same afterwards. It will be enriched by deeper forms of connection and ways to reach
those who are isolated and separate.
My teacher Dr. Steven Windmueller wrote a timely article about all the affects of this time and how it will reshape our lives
and influence our social practices and the immediate issues we will need to address. I have used his article as inspiration.
There is no doubt that our world will be dealing with loss in a very deep way, for a very long time. Whether your loved one has
died due to covid-19, illness, or natural causes during this time, or you are mourning the loss of your previous life, we all are
swimming in grief. Grief can take on so many different forms and deeply affects our mental health. Our mental health system
and your synagogue will need to be able to create new infrastructures for helping with this. I am in the process of creating a
grief support group for our community which we hope to be up and running on zoom in the coming weeks.
Many of you have been affected due to our economy collapsing, loss of jobs, and lack of infrastructure that can support
your financial needs. Our synagogue is small and has struggled financially before this, but we are committed to help and serve
how we can. We will continue to learn about resources to help you and your families and offer as much support as possible. In
return we ask you to remember us if you are feeling generous, as our ability to bring in income is particularly challenged now.
Yet we remain committed for as long as we can to support our staff who depend on their paychecks to feed their families.
We are likely to see new social patterns that will define the generation that are living through this time. There is no doubt
that our ability to gather in large and small groups closely together will be affected for a while. Of course also our education
system may be forever altered. We will need to respond to the differing traumas that will be activated by this time. That will
take a sensitive and unique approach.
We are here for you. Please reach out and let us know how we can help. Join one of our zoom calls, classes, or shabbat
experiences, e-mail, or call the office line so we can stay connected. We are committed to walking through this tough time with
you. In our times of worry and fear May God shelter us in the shadow of her wings, and may we find comfort.

Rabbi Lindy Reznick
Kol Ha’olam Kulo…gesher tzar m’od…
[the world is but a narrow bridge…]
As we enter the new month of May, we are finding ourselves at a very curious crossroads –
we’re almost at the middle of the secular new decade of 2020, and also in the middle of the Torah,
ready to conclude Vayikra [Levititcus] and begin Bamidmar [Numbers] which translates to ‘desert’
and also means wilderness. If we ever wondered what it would feel like to be wandering in the
wilderness – this time of COVID-19 certainly is teaching us now.
The month of May is usually a very exciting and promising month full of bar mitzvahs,
weddings, graduations and family reunions. Not this year, however. At the time of this writing, it is
still unclear as to whether we will even be able to reunite in our beautiful Temple sanctuary or still be
convening every week to worship and study via ZOOM.
On a personal note, for many years, I had been looking forward to May 2020 as the time I would
be celebrating with my Hebrew Union College – School of Sacred Music cantorial colleagues, family and friends in New York
City; after twenty-five years of serving Jewish congregations throughout the country we would be processing together to
receive our honorary doctorates. We will now have to wait till next year for the actual ceremony.
But all these wonderful occasions will still be celebrated – weddings, bar mitzvah, reunions, graduations… just not right now
but surely, at some point in the future. The greatest priority has been our safety and our health. These past couple of months
have been a strenuous and difficult challenge for all of us in so many ways. The weeks have taken an emotional and financial
toll on each of us and in communities throughout the entire world. And most profoundly, the loss of life has been devastating
and cruel.
And…we still have much to be thankful for. We have one another. And we are working hard to maintain a connection with
all of you by way of phone calls and notes as well as through our Zoom services, classes, meditations and meetings. We pray
that everyone in our congregational family, all our friends and loved ones, continue to stay safe and well. As we journey
through this wilderness together, I am continually reminded of Rabbi Nachman of Bratzlav’s text that we often sing:
Kol ha’olam kulo – gesher tzar m’od
V’ha-ikar lo l’facheid k’lal
The world is but a narrow bridge – the most important thing is not to be afraid.
[Rabbi Nachman of Bratzlav]
In the words of our Los Angeles Mayor, Andrew Garcetti,
‘Stay safe, stay well and stay home!’,

Cantor Jennifer Bern-Vogel
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The victory garden

During the second world war, when our senior members were just
kids (or not even born,) families were encouraged to grow “victory
gardens.” Growing their own vegetables meant more food was
available for the troops. A healthy garden also gave families a
chance to work hard on something meaningful. Today we face an
enemy which is harder to comprehend than any before, and it takes a
different kind of victory garden.
Victory today may mean making masks for your use and for your
friends, finding new uses for the things in your house, and most of all
being patient and simply staying home. There’s another part of a
successful victory garden, too. Take some time every day to nourish
your soul and the souls of your friends.
Most of all, remember that we are all very lucky. Even with this latest challenge — one of
the largest any of us will ever face — we have homes, and friends, and technology that lets us
stay connected.
I have no idea what the world will look like in early May when you read it. But there are a few things I do know.
I know we care about each other. I am incredibly impressed by the work of the Board of Directors and the Caring
Committee. Together with Rabbi Reznick and Cantor Bern-Vogel they have been working hard to reach out to our entire
community with messages of support and encouragement.
I know our spiritual leaders are doing what they can. Rabbi Reznick, Cantor Bern-Vogel, and Jerry Ripley are working
harder than ever to find innovative ways to serve our community. They have created so many ways for us to connect, and we
are so lucky to have them in such challenging times.
I know we’re committed to our youth. Marcela Lavi and her team of teachers are doing incredible work. For the short
term, we’ve transitioned our School for Jewish Living to 100% distance learning and it’s going really well. We haven’t
skipped a beat in taking care of the next generation.
Most of all, I know we will get through this. Congregation Emanu El is strong. We’re more financially stable now than
we have been in over a decade, thanks to great work by Kathy Rosenfeld and her committee. Our members continue to be
generous with contributions, too.
Shalom,

Stuart Sweet
I hope that this note finds you and all whom you love, safe, happy and sane.
This year has been quite the challenge for us all! From learning this “new normal” in daily life,
and in lifecycle observances, we have all found ways to adapt and accept these new challenges. My
family celebrated Passover amongst ourselves just the 5 of us, others celebrated Zoom-style, or
Skyped. The holiday reminded me that we are survivors. No matter what is thrown at us, as a people
we will survive. On a sad note, we recently mourned the loss of our dear sweet sister, Leonne…again
sadly from a distance. This “new normal” is not o.k., and it is o.k. to grieve that change, just as we
grieve her loss. It is o.k to to be sad, it is o.k. to be angry. Just remember to direct your anger at the
virus. Please be kind, to yourselves and others.
Some of us are working from home, some are “essential workers” working in their regular workplace with strange new
protocols and rules, and some of us have lost our jobs altogether.
Those living with children in the house are now
homeschooling in addition to parenting, those living alone are now very alone. The stresses and pains of this pandemic aren’t
limited to just those whose health is jeopardized by this virus. Take some time to think about someone that may benefit from
some contact. Send a text, email or make a phone call, have some FaceTime! It could change somebody’s whole day!
Please reach out to us if you need to. There is always somebody that can listen, and quite likely help!
Check your email for opportunities to engage! There are a lot of zoom meetings happening, services, classes and many
FREE WRJ programs available.
Be well.
Stay safe.
Reach out.

Karyn Lehmann
President, Sisterhood, sisterhood@emanuelsb.org
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Dear CEE Congregants,
I hope that you are reading this
column in good health!
With the
weather warming up and skies once
again a beautiful blue, get outside and
be grateful for the beautiful area we live
in!
Thank you to our clergy, staff, and
dedicated Board members in delivering
the services we need in this worrisome
time. Please know that we are all here for each other. We
may not be able to hug one another for a little while longer,
but virtual hugs are being sent to all of you!
Attached is the Annual Budget for 2020/2021 that the
Board of Directors has developed. Please note that to balance
the budget there was a large plug number to Fund Raising.
The expression “it takes a village” is true for this line item. It
will take all of us working together to develop fund raisers
next year that can bring in the extra revenue we will need to
balance our budget!
Meanwhile – if you have any questions or concerns about
your current dues please call or text me at 704-756-7427 or
send me an e-mail address at kathy.rosenfeld@gmail.com.
With warm wishes for good health!
Shalom!

Kathy Rosenfeld
As we are all going through this challenging time, we understand the importance of
community, especially Jewish community.
Humans need to socialize; therefore, social distancing is hard on most of us. For children even
more, they miss their routine life, school (even if they say they don’t), their friends and outdoor
activities.
Community is always important and it’s more important even now to keep connected during
challenging times. Community is what helps us stay strong and not feel isolated. We get strength
from our community and we can also support our community members and friends.
One thing we must remember, even when being socially distanced, are the ones in need.
Most of us, don’t like to stay at home so much but at least we have a home, food and basic needs.
For many others, it’s not that simple. Some have lost their jobs, others are too afraid to venture out and get groceries, and
others are so immune suppressed they are unable to leave home.
Even though we are all sheltering in place, we can still take steps to help others during this time. One thing we can do
from home is to take some social action, like reading and learning about needs of those in need like: homeless people and
refugees, sick people and even animal shelters need help as well. Learn how can you make a difference by signing
petitions, donating money or volunteering while keeping yourself safe. You can make phone calls to the homebound,
offer to drop off groceries, sew face masks, send cards with encouraging words. There are so many ways to be of service
even now.
Temple Board of Directors Meeting
We at Emanu El are planning an online Mitzvah day during the month
of May, more details to come. Those of you who are already engaged in
All meetings held electronically
this sacred work please be in touch so we can further support your efforts.
until further notices
Tzedek Tzedek Tirdof - Justice Justice we shall pursue! We can pursue it
even if we are doing the work from our living rooms.
______________________________________________________________________________

Marcela Lavi

Director of Education & Youth, sjl@emanuelsb.org
MAY, 2020
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We note with sorrow the recent death of

Leone Hyman
Mental Health Awareness in Action

TIPS FOR STRANGE TIMES
In this time of COVID-19 and staying at home, we are all
coping with our anxieties and our isolation. We cannot
spend time with many whom we love. We cannot comfort
each other by getting together with friends over coffee or a
meal. We may not have anyone whom we can hug. And
we are often/sometimes afraid – for ourselves, for our
loved ones, for health care workers, for those who make
food available to us, for those who have no homes to stay
in.
But we are all coping – in big ways and small. Here are
some ways that work for us:
· Do something rhythmic – sing, dance, beat drums, play
instruments – Nancy
· Write three things you like about yourself. Post your list
in a prominent place – Heidi
· Spend 10-20 minutes each day doing nothing but
watching birds (This from Audubon California) – Nancy
· Walk. If walking is already your routine, change your
pace, change up your route,
or go out for an additional, shorter walk – Heidi
· As we count the Omer, notice each day some new
change in spring – new leaves, new flowers, birds arriving,
birds leaving, changes in sunlight – Nancy
· Share your feelings out loud with someone you trust.
Ask them to listen and not solve – Heidi
· Lie down and listen to an album you enjoyed in your
youth – Heidi
· Go out your front door every Sunday at 7 pm through
the end of May and ring bells, clang pots and pans, play
bugles, shout, and cheer our health care workers (This idea
from the Redlands Area Interfaith Council) – Nancy
What’s on your list? Send us your ways of enjoying life
and easing your mind and heart. Email us at
dnsidhu@msn.com and miriamruth@me.com.
We find that we are also grateful for what this time has
allowed us. Here are a couple on our gratitude list:
· Connecting with people in different ways, often more
deeply, and finding strangers and sharing poems with them
– Nancy
· Having my husband around all day – Heidi
· Most days I’ve been able to find some time to read and
I’ve rediscovered unread books on my shelves (public
library closed) – Nancy
Let us know what you’re grateful for.
As we all cope together yet apart, we encourage each
other to stay safe and healthy and to enjoy each day the life
we are given. We hope to see you all soon – on Zoom, but
one day in person.

She is survived by her husband, Bradley Hyman,
sons, Derek Hyman and Kyle Hyman,
Daughter-in-law Ashley Hyman and
Granddaughter, Ariyah Hyman.
May the memories of the righteous
be for a blessing

Congregation Emanu El
Proposed Slate of Officers and
Board of Directors
to be voted on at the
Annual Meeting of the Membership
via Zoom
May 21, 2020 at 7:00 pm
Slate of Officers and Board of Directors
Any member of the congregation with more than one
year of membership in good standing may submit his or
her name for congregational leadership. If you would
like to submit your name, please contact the temple
office.
Proposed slate of Officers and Board of Directors to be
voted on at the annual meeting:
President: Stuart Sweet
First Vice President: Dr. Susan Damron
Chief Financial Officer: Kathy Rosenfeld
Secretary: Michael Reiter
Immediate Past President: Greg Weissman
Board of Directors (Term ending 2021)
Jay Donenfeld
Scott Wilkie
Board of Directors (Term ending 2022)
Graham Ohayon
Rachael Raynes
Rhian Beutler
Board of Directors (Term ending 2023)
Michael Paisner
Tim Plueger
Leslie Soltz

Heidi Nimmo and Nancy Sidhu,
Co-Chairs, Mental Health Awareness In Action (MHAIA)
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We rejoice with those whose birthdays occur in May and wish them a Mazal Tov:
Sidra Knox
9-May
Jerry Mathews
21-May
Catherine Hiller
Marjorie Henkin
11-May
Daniele Maltzman
23-May
Mara Winick
Michael Smith
12-May
Roberta Gold
28-May
Grace Harris
Jeffrey Rosenfeld
12-May
Daniel Trainor
28-May Maxwell Raynes (13 yrs old)
Jacqueline Guzik
12-May
Troy Freimuth
28-May
Nina Brown (12 years old)
Michael Reiter
12-May
Peytra Becker-Kurily
29-May
Aleah Lang (11 years old)
Alyssa Harris (7 yrs old)
14-May
Bradley Hyman
31-May
Richard Kramer
Shirley Pyrtle
15-May
David Swedlove
31-May
Jeffrey Henkin
Damon Needelman
18-May
Bodhi Freimuth (9 yrs old)
31-May
Sheri Maltzman
Donald Weissman
20-May
Gary Fagan

1-May
2-May
3-May
3-May
4-May
7-May
8-May
8-May
8-May
9-May

3-May
8-May
9-May

We extend a hearty Mazal Tov to the following whose wedding anniversaries occur in the month of May:
11-May
Alexander& Julia Brown
25-May
Caroline Daravi &
Denise & Mark Schnitzer
20-May
Carol & Mark Uffer
Fariborz Lalezarzadeh
Dorene & David Cohen
22-May
Shelley & Joseph Bodnar
26-May
Karen & Stephen Levine
Myriam &
Francisco Acevedo
28-May
Sheila & Bernie Barrad

The following Yahrzeits will be observed during the month of May: Those with a (
) are inscribed on the Wall of
Perpetual Memorial:

The following Yahrzeits will be observed during the month of May: Those with a () are inscribed on the Wall of Perpetual Memorial:
May 1-2

Reatha Burnett
Sam Cherry
Mendel David
Maynard Davis
Chuck Ehrlich
Elka Ellison
Abraham Feldstein
Henry Gainsboro
Solomon Gershon
Fanny Gerstein
Celia Goodz
Baila Gordon
Mildred Groupp
Meyer Horwitz
Eleanor Isenberg
Sam Isenberg
Leah Jarcho
Sol Kantor
Helen Katz
Florence Kavovit
Hilda Kitay
Emanuel Levinev
William Lubelsky
Babette Meyers
Ben Miller
Morgan O'Dell
Gertrude Orland
Salle Rosenfeld
Milton Rubin
Bella Safford
Leo Sax
Jocelyne Schwartz
Rita Serlin
Lester Silberstein
Jack Skadron
Ina Smith
Sydney Snyder
Gertrude Solomon
Kitty Stahlberg
Irmy Tilton
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May 8-9

Sarah Berman
Samuel Black
Max Chodak
Belle Cohen
Frances Dryer
Jesse Feldheym
Ethel Finkelstein
Anna Gale
Abraham Glogas
Allan Golant
Lewis Greenky
Leah Harris
Marcelle Harris
William Klayman
Isaac Klein
Helen Mertens
Sara Roskin
Lewis Rothstein
William Russler
Joseph Sadacca
Harold Schnitzer
Annette Schwartz
Edythe Secouler
Louise Shimoff
Louis Shvemar
Sam Wallenstein
Nathan Wechsler
Shirley Williky

May 15-16

Evelyn Barrad-Zerr
Skip Borsuk
Shereley Davis
Howard Doros
Ernst Feblowicz
Patricia Foist
Jennie Gross
Bernard Israel
Meyer Jacobs
Nathan Jacobs
Rubin Keyser
Eva Krosner
I. Eileen Leinen
Alice Mamet
Carrie Newberger
Sam Nisenhaltz
David Patrovsky
Art Pickus
Barney Pollack
Rebecca Press
Ruth Press
Robert Rhein
Claire Schatz
Sharon Spears
Fanny Sperber
Leona Stuckey
Simon Tishkoff
Edward Unickel
Raymond Weiner
Rose Weinstein
Lester Wishnatzki

May 22-23

Catherine Arnold
Lena Axelrod
Charlotte Berman
Florence Berzosky
Maureen Blanch
Kevin Brill
Krana Brill
William Ceizler
Frank Coleman
Charlotte Cramer
Merchant Cushing
Kathryn Fannin
Emma Fox
Bertha Gold
Isadore Goldberg
Eugene Goodman
Joseph Goodz
Moses Gottlieb
Esther Hanover
Patricia Jenkins
Rubin Keyser
Esther Kizner
Isabelle Klein
Benjamin Kovitz
Lena Krauss
Betty Kurtzer
Cecile Lerner
Sandra Lubell
Robert Medvedeff
Julius Mishook
Harriet Moniak
Sophie Rudnick
Jeni Stein
Harry Stept
Anna Townsley
Paula Virshup
Louis Wagner
Leona Wing
Margaret Wizer

May 29-30

Leah Adelman
Jack Bauman
Corby Blumberg
Dorothy Brin
Anna Bruce
Ruth Dlugitch
Nina Eden
Donald Feldman
Freda Fredason
Oletta Furnash
Dorothy Gaynor
Albert Goldie
Sophie Grossman
Miriam Hirsch
John Isenberg
Joseph Jarsky
Fanny Kaicener
Richard Kaplan
Barbara Kartun
Barbara Kassel
Juda Katz
Bunea Kipper
Ruth Levenson
Maxim Magid
David Malacoff
Ruth McIntosh
H. Meyers
Bernard Minas
Gail Nachman
Herman Neisen
Harry Press
Jack Rifkin
Barbara Jo Schapiro
Julius Scher
Jamie Secofsky
Gertrude Seffers
Gertrude Simon
Shoshana Simon
Barbara Sukenik
Sam Weinberg
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We gratefully acknowledge these contributions to our various temple funds:
TEMPLE FUND
In observance of the Yahrzeits of…
Rita Serlin by Michelle Anctil and Judith Smith
William Lamb by Michelle Anctil
Jeanette Andursky by Harriet Briant
Emanuel Levine by Leslie and Charles Levine
Richard Trainor by Kathleen and Daniel Trainor
Arthur Robinson by Lia and Mark Robinson
Morris Bellman by Myral Bellman
Stanley Cohen by Dorene and David Cohen
Darrell Prestidge by Shauna and Walt Van Horn
Lillian Gottlieb by Bernard Gottlieb
Harry Teitelbaum by the Etzioni Family
Lynette Halevy by Donna and Greg Spears
Marvin Herschberg by Debra and Phil Holder
Harriet Mueller by Kat Grossman
David Drumlevitz by Richard Abrams
Louis Press by Thelma Press
Ellen Ebert by Emily and Craig Beasley
Leah Levene by Arnold Kaiser
Abraham Glogas by Ethel McAfee
Leah Levene by Arnold Kaiser
Ben Wixen by Francine Wixen
Aron Wixen by Francine Wixen
Raymond Weiner by Barb and Michael Smith
Evelyn Barrad-Zerr by Sheila and Bernie Barrad
In memory of …
Marlene Becker Goldblum by Linda and Peter Rhein
Jack Becker Linda and Peter Rhein
Max Chodak by Gloria Snyder
173rd Airborne Paratroopers and 10th Group Special
Forces Green Berets KIA in Iraq and
Afghanistan by Vickie and Steve Becker
Manny Berz by Norman Hanover
Albert Sanders by Marsha and George Hanover
Leone Hyman by Kara Gilman
Leone Hyman by Vickie and Steve Becker
Leone Hyman by Annette Cody
Leone Hyman by Rachel Welland
Leone Hyman by Margie Orland
Leone Hyman by Nan and Martin Robinson
Leone Hyman by Ellen Weiss
Leone Hyman by Leslie and William Soltz
Leone Hyman by Renee and Michael Kress
Ann Boatman by Leslie and William Soltz
Sydelle Davis Wolk by Vickie and Steve Becker
CHERRIE LUBEY FLOWER FUND
In observance for the yahrzeit of …
Lee Roshwald by Stanley Roshwald
Beverly Steinhorn by Janice and Alvin Ellman
Anne Darling by Nancy and Leon Darling
Harvey Hosmann by Michele an Paul Zipperstein
Laura Handleman by Judy and Marty Handleman
Evelyn Cohen by Dorene and David Cohen
Cherrie Lubey by Ellen Weiss
Ronald Lubey by Ellen Weiss
Marc Lubey by Ellen Weiss
Rose Leviant by Ellen Weiss
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In memory of …
Cantor Gregory Yaroslow by Ellen Weiss
Ann Boatman by Ellen Weiss
HOME OF ETERNITY CEMETERY
In observance for the yahrzeit of …
Doris Moss by Sonia Moss
Percy Snyder by Gloria Snyder
Edith Pasman by Shirley Pyrtle
Daniel Silver by Shelley and Barry Silver
Ida Brill by Shelley and Barry Silver
Hindy Kitay and Krana Lee Brill by Shelley and Barry
Silver
Elka Ellison by Amy Ellison
Morris Ellison by Amy Ellison
RABBI LINDY REZNICK DISCRETIONARY FUND
For the health of Rabbi Reznick of …
Rabbi Lindy Reznick by Vickie and Steve Becker
In appreciation for
The “Zeder”by Leslie and Wiliam Soltz
In memory of
Leone Hyman by Jill an John Arnstein
CANTOR JENNIFER BERN-VOGEL
DISCRETIONARY FUND
In observance for the yahrzeit of …
Harry Donenfeld by Jay Donenfeld
In appreciation of …
Cantor Jennifer Bern-Vogel for the Cantor’s Concert
by Margie Orland
In appreciation for
The “Zeder”by Leslie and Wiliam Soltz
MORTGAGE REDUCTION FUND
In memory of …
Leone Hyman by Margy, Orville and Brian Spears
Leone Hyman by Michelle Anctil and Judith Smith
In observance for the yahrzeit of …
Jeffrey Wixen by Francine Wixen
RABBI HILLEL AND RITA COHN CAMPERSHIP
FUND
Birth of …
Samuel Akiva Rozansky by Margie Orland
In observance for the yahrzeit of …
Marian Konowitch by Bonnie Konowitch
Beatrice Gibbs by Bonnie Konowitch
LANDSCAPE FUND
In memory of …
Leone Hyman by Ethel McAfee
Leone Hyman by Julie and Mark Strain
WILLIAM RUSSLER MEMORIAL ARCHIVES
FUND
In observance for the yahrzeit of …
William Russler by Nicki Russler
William Russler by Gwynneth Q. Russler
William Russler by Libby Anne Russler & Family
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LINDY REZNICK - RABBI - (909) 307-0400 ext 1000 - rabbireznick@emanuelsb. org
JENNIFER BERN-VOGEL - CANTOR - (909) 307-0400 ext 1001 - cantorjenbv@gmail. com
HILLEL COHN - RABBI EMERITUS - rabbihcohn1@cs. com
JUDY FILSINGER - ADMINISTRATOR - (909) 307-0400 ext 1002 - templeadmin@emanuelsb. org
MARCELA LAVI - DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION & YOUTH JERRY RIPLEY - ORGANIST/CHOIR DIRECTOR
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Stuart Sweet - President • Dr. Susan Damron - 1st Vice President
Michael Reiter - Secretary • Kathy Rosenfeld - Chief Financial Officer
Members-At-Large: Steven Becker, Marvin Reiter, Justin Swant
Greg Weissman - Immediate Past President
Karyn Lehmann - President, Sisterhood
DIRECTORS
Steven Becker • Harriet Briant • Rhian Beutler • Jay Donenfeld
Graham Ohayon • Rachael Raynes • Julie Strain • Scott Wilkie
Member of Union for Reform Judaism (URJ)
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